HORSE SUPPLEMENTS

TOP EQ RANGE
Let your horses feed themselves
The nutritional plane of horses can be improved at any time of the year by identifying and supplementing the most limiting
nutrients for pregnancy, lactation, growth, or workload. Top Country has a select range of dry loose lick horse supplements
purposely formulated to sustain horses dietary mineral and protein requirements. The Top EQ range of supplements contain
numerous high quality protein sources, primarily copra meal with additional cottonseed meal, to ensure that the animal remains in
pristine condition.
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Top EQ
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is a loose lick supplement that has been designed for
horses grazing dry standing pasture. Pastures are most
limiting generally after the first few frosts, and the
protein and energy levels in the feed drop dramatically.
Top EQ is designed to correct those deficiencies,
maintaining a healthy diet, and meeting the animal’s
vitamin and mineral requirements.
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Top EQ CALPHOS

is a moderately concentrated protein and mineral loose
lick designed for horses grazing a mixture of Tropical
and Native grasses, that may still be prone to BigHead. It is also a fantastic transitional supplement,
when pastures begin to hay off and the calcium
requirements are not as high when tropical grasses are
in the active growing phase.

Top EQ TROPICAL

is a highly concentrated vitamin and mineral loose
lick. It is suited to horses grazing either lush green or
a majority of tropical grasses (Buffel, Setaria, Green
Panic). This product is commonly known as our ‘Big
Head Lick’.
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Top EQ PREMIUM PROTECT

is a high calcium premium mineral supplement for
horses, specifically formulated to combat the effects
of Big Head in horses in regions predominantly prone
to this condition. The high calcium premium and
phosphorus content in this supplement allow horses to
meet their mineral requirements on pastures with a low
daily intake.
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HORSE SUPPLEMENTS

LOW LABOUR, LOW-COST SUPPLEMENTS
FOR GRAZING HORSES
Top Country horse licks are ….
 صBased on quality protein meals
 صExcellent for Big Head prevention
 صGood source of protein and supplementary energy
 صLow intake
 صCost effective
 صIdeal for use in our Top Horse Feeda
 صAvailable with various salt inclusions to control intakes
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Top EQ

Grain free and cool feed for horses that
don’t tolerate grain. Ideal for heavily
pregnant and lactating mare and
yearlings. Supplement working horses.
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Top EQ Calphos

Horses on a mixture of tropical and native
grasses that are beginning to hay off
coming into winter. Ideal for working
horses that need both high calcium and
high protein.
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Horses on high oxalate pastures to aid in

Top EQ Tropical the prevention Big Head.
Top Eq
Premium
Protect

Incorporates multiple, highly bioavailable
sources of calcium, formulated to correct
blood calcium levels to mitigate the
effects on horses grazing high oxalate.
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